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Industrial Power Trucks – Safe 
Operating Rules 

ENCLOSURE 

REV. DATE 9/17/21  

(ASA CODE B56.1 - INDUSTRIAL POWER TRUCKS)  

"Industrial power truck operators shall abide by the following rules and regulations:  

"801 Operators shall look in the direction of, and keep a clear view of, the path of travel.  

"802 They shall operate at an authorized speed, but consistent with conditions, always 
maintaining a safe distance from other vehicles and keeping the truck under control at all 
times in order to be able to stop in case of emergency.  

"803 They shall avoid making quick starts, jerky stops, or quick, turns, particularly when 
stacking.  

"804 Stunt driving and horseplay shall not be permitted.  

"805 Operators shall slow down for wet and slippery floors.  

"806 They shall move only loads, which are securely and safely loaded.  

"807 Before driving over a bridge plate, the operator shall be sure that it is properly secured. 
He shall drive carefully and slowly over the bridge plate. 

"808 Operators shall safeguard the pedestrian at all times. They shall not drive a truck up to 
anyone who is standing in front of a bench or other fixed object.  

"809 They shall not pass another truck traveling in the same direction at intersections, blind 
spots, or at other dangerous locations.  

"810 Operators shall not run their vehicles onto any elevator unless specifically authorized to 
do so. Before entering any elevator, they shall make sure that the capacity of the elevator is 
not exceeded. They shall approach elevator slowly, stop at a safe distance from the elevator 
gate, and then enter squarely. Once on elevator, they shall neutralize the controls, shut off 
power, and set brakes.  

"811 Operators shall slow down at cross aisles, and when vision is obstructed by doors, corners, 
and elevators. They shall keep to the right.  

"812 They shall avoid running over loose objects on the roadway surface.  
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"813 When leaving an industrial power truck unattended, controls shall be neutralized, power 
shut off, brakes set, key or pull connector plug removed, and forks left in a down position. 

"814 Operators shall avoid the accumulation of fumes and grass caused by long periods of 
idling of gasoline engines in enclosed or semi-enclosed areas.  

"815 Fuel tanks shall never be filled while motor is running.  

"816 Any spillage of oil or gasoline shall be carefully washed away or completely evaporated 
and gasoline tank cap replaced before re-starting motor.  

"817 Unauthorized passengers shall not be permitted to ride on industrial power trucks.  

"818 When a fork truck is used to elevate anyone, a suitable platform securely fastened to the 
forks shall be provided.  

"819 No one shall be allowed to stand or walk under elevated forks.  

"820 If at any time an industrial power truck is found to be out of repair, defective, or in any 
way unsafe, the matter shall be reported immediately to the designated authority, and no 
one shall again operate the truck until it has been made safe. Special consideration shall be 
given to the proper functioning of tires, horn, lights, battery, controller, lift system (including 
forks, chains, cable and limit switches), brakes, and steering mechanism.  

"821 Open flames shall never be used for checking water level in storage batteries. A safety 
light shall be used where necessary.  

"822 Operators shall not make any repairs or adjustments unless specifically authorized to do 
so.  

"823 They shall observe designated load capacity of truck. No counter weighting shall be 
added to fork trucks to increase lifting capacity. Extreme care shall be used when tilting load 
forward or backward particularly when high tiering.  

"824 Industrial power trucks, while being operated on any elevated dock or platform above 
the track level, shall never be used to tow or push freight cars.  

"825 Operators shall cross railroad tracks diagonally wherever possible. They shall not park 
closer than 8 feet from railroad tracks.  

"826 Operators shall never put their arms or legs between the uprights of the mast or outside 
the running lines of the truck.  

"827 They shall give the right of way to ambulances, fire trucks, or other vehicles in 
emergency situations. fire aisles, access to stairways, and fire equipment shall be kept clear.  
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"828 A truck shall never be left on an incline unless the brakes are set and the wheels are 
properly blocked  

"829 All types of loaded lift trucks shall be driven downgrade with the load last and upgrade 
with the load first. On descending grades, the truck shall be kept under control so that it can 
be brought to an emergency stop in the clear space in front of the truck. On all grades, the 
mast shall be tilted back and the forks raised as far as necessary to clear the road surface.  

"830 Forks shall always be placed under the load, as far as possible, and the mast tilted 
backward to cradle the load.  

"831 The load shall be carried as low as possible, consistent with safe operation. When a fork 
truck is empty, the operator shall travel with the forks as low as possible while conforming to 
local conditions.  

"832 When loading or unloading highway trucks, trailers, or railroad cars, their brakes must 
be set or their wheels blocked in a manner that will hold them securely in place.  

"833 When a powered hand truck is operated by a walking operator (not riding) the truck 
must be backed onto an elevator to eliminate the chance of the operator being caught 
between the handle of the machine and the wall of the elevator car.  

"834 Operators shall avoid striking sprinkler heads, pipes, elevator gates, walls, columns, fire 
doors, and other obstructions.  

"835 They shall be certain that all accidents to persons or property are reported promptly to 
their foreman or supervisor. 

 

 

 


